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A. Organization Background 

Systech Digital Limited is a Bangladesh based ICT Company. We are experienced and ready 
with state-of-art technologies including Artificial Intelligence, BlockChain, Big Data, 
Embedded Systems, Internet of Things and Intelligent Controls to serve you for the 
development of cloud and mobile applications, R&D on hardware and IT services.  
  
With the 19 years of our journey we have served more than 3000 clients in 13 countries with 
having our global presence in the UK, Japan, and Bangladesh. 
  
Our Product and Service helps users to find solutions from & within their own intellects. Our 
Product and Service is similar to a coach or friendly guide that pushes you just enough to a 
particular direction where you find the answers and can easily reach a satisfactory output. 
Whatever be your problem in relation to IT for effective and efficient office management, you 
can rely upon us with a sigh of relief.  
 

B. Summary of Award Story 

Information and communication technologies are the cross-cutting tool for all types of 
solutions. It has been disrupting in business and lifestyles of living beings. Internet is the key 
driving element for the modern-day communication. It enabled us for the analysis, 
intelligence, and decision-making process. Thus, a technology with internet called ‘Internet 
of Things (IoT)’ become introduced to all of us and becoming familiar. Nowadays we can make 
any machine/device smart with the help of IoT. By using smart things, we can create smart 
factories, offices, and homes.    
  
Smart is a buzz word these days. But a complete smart system in the office is very challenging. 
As Systech Digital Limited always been with the latest technology and solved many problems 
to improve efficiency, business and lifestyles. SDL has been working on a smart office for the 
last few years. After development of software automation tool for office, we started working 
on IoT enabled devices.  
  
A complete smart office we need to consider 42-49 parameters to monitor and control of the 
following compositions.  
  

1.      Smart Electrical Control 
2.      Environment Monitor Control 
3.      Security and Surveillance 
4.      Smart Appliances 
5.      Smart Communications 
6.      Smart Management 
7.      On-demand services 
8.      Automated services 
9.      Energy, Time and Cost Saving 
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C. Elaboration of Award Story – Solution Aspect 

 
Systech Smart Office Solution 
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How? 

1. Analysis innovative process model 
The first step of this automation is to think of the innovative process model and design the 
operation and execution plan. 
 

2. Hardware Circuit Design 
Hardware is the part of smart office automation. We need different types of 
hardware and software integration to carry out a job. This process uses sensors for 
data acquisition where needed. A circuit needs to design for simulation of the 
output.  
 

 
 

3. Firmware Design 
The electronics circuit needs to communicate with software and send/receive data 
and instruction when need. So some codes are burned into the hardware called 
firmware.  
 

4. Circuit and  Manufacturing 
The next step is to develop the circuit board and appropriate interfacing shells/box. 
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5. Cloud Application  

 
The next step is to develop an IoT cloud where the device will be connected through 
an internet gateway and send data from the device. In this server/cloud all the 
received data have been analyze using AI and Big data to take the next step or send 
the next instruction to the 
device. 

 
 

6. Mobile/Desktop Application 
This is the user interface to connect devices with the cloud and configure 
accordingly. By this application user can interact with the required IoT device for the 
desired result. 
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D. Global Impact/Potential 

 
In the traditional system, individual IoT devices used in the home and office are not inter-
connected. So, every device needs to operate individually to get a result. Suppose, we have a 
sensor that senses the PM 2.5 in the air and we found that the sensor is showing the particle 
is too much in the air that needs to be clean. Now, you decide to turn on the air purifier to 
clean the particle and check into the sensor if it is reduced or not and turn off the air purifier 
to save energy. Now, imagine a system where the sensor and the air purifier are connected 
and data analyzed in the cloud and send instructions to the air purifier automatically, thus the 
machine learns the process through AI. Systech Smart Office Solution is doing the same using 
the IoT cloud where Data Analysis and AI has been used.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
This technology can be used in large scale property management to control the environment 
and can also use in large industrial solutions. In this system, we can add as many sensors and 
devices as needed. This is an automated, time, energy, and cost-saving solution. 
  

E. Scalability 

This is an open cloud architecture eco-system where anyone can develop IoT devices and 
connect with our IoT cloud. We are adding lots of required products regularly. This innovative 
architecture can cover all the devices needed in the office, home, and factory. And support 
open connectivity to develop industry-oriented IoT solutions. 

 

IoT Clod 
IoT Sensors 

Big Data Analysis 

Big Data Analysis 

IoT Device 

IoT Sensors 
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This architecture plays a central role in any data-driven software system. The architecture 
bundles together pertinent quality attributes of the system, and allows reasoning about the 
system before building it. As data-driven computing tackles innovative technologies it is 
important to bring in technological considerations early in the architecture.  

The IoT embraces devices, connectivity, data acquisition/processing platforms, and custom 
applications to realize the data-driven computing paradigm.  

 

Fig: The three-tiered conceptual model of a data-driven system. This nicely illustrates the device handling (left 
side) and service enablement (right side) functions of an IoT platform. 

A device may take the following three roles in a combined fashion: data source, data 
processor, and data sink. Devices could run in an isolated fashion, or connect with peers 
forming a dynamic mesh network. A group of devices can constitute a swarm, where each 
member acts according to both the global objective, and the action/state of its neighbors.4 

An IoT platform is primarily responsible for composing the data segment, and computing 
that segment into a unified element. The IoT platform may execute on-premises, and/or in 
the cloud. The principal responsibilities of the platform are as follows: 

 Provides communication bindings with devices 
 Implements the rules engine for data segmentation and response processing 
 Stores temporary and permanent data 
 Executes various analytics, and generates reports 
 Exposes service SDK/APIs for management, supervision, interoperability, and custom 
application development 

https://www.oreilly.com/library/view/scalable-architecture-for/9781492024132/ch01.html#CHP-1-FN-4
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The rules engine may employ a domain-specific language to express condition → action 
relations. The rules may be predefined, or self-managed through machine learning 
mechanisms. Rules may also govern input data classification and routing; events (messages) 
arriving on various communication channels may have different priorities, meaning, and 
response timeliness. 

Multiple IoT platforms could be interlinked for data sharing purposes. Applications built on 
top of such interconnected IoT platforms may combine data from different domains, and 
leverage data affinities. The case study we’ll examine at the end of this chapter exemplifies 
the benefits of interoperation of IoT platforms. 

Our system has been built considering the following-  

1. Use automated bootstrapping  
2. Control the IoT data pipeline  
3. Applied the three-axis scaling approach  
4. Develop microservices architecture  
5. Adopted multiple data storage technologies  

 

F. Innovative Features and Functionalities 

According to the architecture, this is an interconnected scalable platform where decisions are 
made by big data analysis using AI. This has the world’s smartest intelligent system that can 
serve the real purpose of a smart office. As all the devices are connected with the IoT cloud, 
connected devices can share data for the analysis, and decisions are shared among devices 
so that time and energy can save in an intelligent manner. The System also learns user 
behavior to make the best decision based on the behavioral pattern. The system also suggests 
the best possible solution to a situation. i.e. If a user consumes a coffee latte in 10days in the 
morning, the next day machine can offer and automatically serve coffee latte using artificial 
intelligence. 
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The first Smart Office in Bangladesh 

 
Smart Office is an office that works in an intelligent and expert environment by utilizing the 
Internet of Things (IoT) technology and services, where everything is regulated in a nice way. 
Office lights, ACs, desks, vanishing blinds, screens, everything is controlled by the modern 
Internet-controlled way. Systech Digital Ltd. has been providing software and technology services 
to several foreign smart device manufacturing companies from Bangladesh for almost a year. By 
the combination of foreign companies and local software and technology, Systech is going to 
launch complete smart office automation services from their Bangladesh, UK and Japan Office. 
One of which has been practically implemented in Systech Digital’s Janata Tower Software 
Technology Park office. 
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Chief Guest of the program, Minister Mr. Mustafa Jabbar said, “Our local companies have 
achieved a great deal of international recognition in exporting software & services. Over the last 
few years we have been moving forward in building hardware from Bangladesh. Soon we will be 
able to earn a reputation for hardware export. This type of Office will help to improve the 
working environment of Systech as well as to help improve the quality, efficiency, talent and 
capability of overall work”. 

Managing Director of Systech Digital Ltd. M Rashidul Hasan said, “In spite of hundreds of 
adversities, we are happy to introduce such a smart office service in a developing country like 
Bangladesh. By utilizing the excellence of technology, our research and innovation in this sector 
will continue in the future”. 

 
 
 

 

D.   Elaboration of Award Story – Business Aspects 

In this open system there is a business for the following-  

1. Hardware manufacturer can develop and add smart devices with the system upon 
approval from the authority. 

2. APP developer can add devices using SDK/API in open platform. 
3. System Integrator and use to device and platform to provide complete solution 
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F. References 
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